An extended RNA code and its relationship to the standard genetic code: an algebraic and geometrical approach.
An algebraic and geometrical approach is used to describe the primaeval RNA code and a proposed Extended RNA code. The former consists of all codons of the type RNY, where R means purines, Y pyrimidines, and N any of them. The latter comprises the 16 codons of the type RNY plus codons obtained by considering the RNA code but in the second (NYR type), and the third, (YRN type) reading frames. In each of these reading frames, there are 16 triplets that altogether complete a set of 48 triplets, which specify 17 out of the 20 amino acids, including AUG, the start codon, and the three known stop codons. The other 16 codons, do not pertain to the Extended RNA code and, constitute the union of the triplets YYY and RRR that we define as the RNA-less code. The codons in each of the three subsets of the Extended RNA code are represented by a four-dimensional hypercube and the set of codons of the RNA-less code is portrayed as a four-dimensional hyperprism. Remarkably, the union of these four symmetrical pairwise disjoint sets comprises precisely the already known six-dimensional hypercube of the Standard Genetic Code (SGC) of 64 triplets. These results suggest a plausible evolutionary path from which the primaeval RNA code could have originated the SGC, via the Extended RNA code plus the RNA-less code. We argue that the life forms that probably obeyed the Extended RNA code were intermediate between the ribo-organisms of the RNA World and the last common ancestor (LCA) of the Prokaryotes, Archaea, and Eucarya, that is, the cenancestor. A general encoding function, E, which maps each codon to its corresponding amino acid or the stop signal is also derived. In 45 out of the 64 cases, this function takes the form of a linear transformation F, which projects the whole six-dimensional hypercube onto a four-dimensional hyperface conformed by all triplets that end in cytosine. In the remaining 19 cases the function E adopts the form of an affine transformation, i.e., the composition of F with a particular translation. Graphical representations of the four local encoding functions and E, are illustrated and discussed. For every amino acid and for the stop signal, a single triplet, among those that specify it, is selected as a canonical representative. From this mapping a graphical representation of the 20 amino acids and the stop signal is also derived. We conclude that the general encoding function E represents the SGC itself.